Real Talk The Left Hand Path
-HP Mageson666
There is a lot of confusion as to what the LHP path really is due to the enemy. Most people
who promote the LHP are simply promoting strange ideologies of the last century or two.
They really are just Anarchists [hyper liberals], a lot of them leaning towards Anarchocapitalists [liberal capitalism], Social Darwinist's, materialists of all types, Hedonist's in
general, people who think life should be one big hip hop music video. For some reason many
of these types believe this is some type of counter narrative. When its all mainstream. Then
they talk about all those conformists who are sheep, when they are promoting the current
year social paradigm.

What the LHP is.........is simply Kundalini Yoga. LHP originates in the east it’s called "Vama
Marga" the left hand is the Shakti energy, Kundalini is simply a Sanskrit title for Shakti, it’s
the name of Goddesses literally. It’s still in the west as Kundry the power that transforms the
grail Knight into immorality. It’s the serpent which transforms the physical elements into the
celestial body of immorality. This is why M58 is an important message the Templar's who
practiced this left. Five and eight are Venus numbers, five is the physical being the five
elements of the pentacle and eight is the eight pointed star which represents the feminine
or Shakti energy. They come together as 13 which is the letter M which also forms the
hieroglyph of union of spirit and matter. The message of true Yoga.
The ancient texts openly state one must save their own soul by their own efforts, this is not
metaphorical. It’s literal. The eastern texts state a person is born into this world to die unless
they transmute the meta-physical body into the celestial body by raising the serpent and
then transmuting the chakra's fully which transmutes the whole being. Finishing the point of
Kundalini Yoga. As Avalon stated in his work on the subject: The Serpent Power. Kundalini
Yoga is the ancient name in the meaning of the origin name of Yoga.

Because Kundalini is the name of Shakti, so LHP is simply the original path of salvation. The
only one. This comes from our Gods.

Around twenty five hundred years ago. These strange corruptions of the original teachings
started to take over by lies, murder, bribes and force. They changed things to what is called
the RHP religions of today. Where only by social conformity to anti-life systems and
sentimental adherence to mind control programs of ideological slave control could one
obtain salvation. Salvation means to be made whole it’s another term of Yoga. So they offer
nothing but damnation as they violently removed and corrupted the teachings of Kundalini
Yoga. These are simply enemy social control programs that allow them to slaughter the best
and dumb down the rest and over time domesticate the planet into cattle slavery that they
can harvest on the spiritual and material plane forever. Jewish Marxism is the last step to
bring this factory farm control grid down onto the planet. They have been attacking away at

humanity and the earth for two thousand plus years, step by step to the now final step.
Totally materialism and all denial of the spiritual reality that animates all existence.

In truth there is only Freedom which is liberation of the celestial body of light and
immorality or the slavery of death, decay, karma, suffering, misery, physical slavery and a
slow decay of the soul till even its not strong enough to be reincarnated and dissipates into
nothingness. Which the ancient Pagan Schools stated can happen if the soul is not
empowered by the practices of Kundalini Yoga as they stated the soul lives on light. It must
be empowered daily. The ancient religion aspects that survive in current year Hinduism. The
daily pooja, ritual was originally daily practice of the Kriya's.
It’s not an ideology or philosophy its a matter of life and death, freedom and slavery. Its the
universal spiritual law.
From the tantra, note Siva is the union of body and soul into the celestial body:
Siva first words speak to the goals of every tantric practitioner: "Eternal youth, immortality
of the body and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva. that is , liberation in the
body."

"Liberation arises from gnosis (jnana), gnosis arises from the maintenance of the vital
breaths. Therefore. Where there is stability mercury is empowered and the body is
stabilized. Thought the use of mercury obtains a body that is un-aging and immortal.
Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric
practitioner[Siddha].
`So the soul penetrated by initiation [Kundalini fully risen] obtains Siva-hood"
`Therefore the breath overflowing bursting into the medial channel this surely brings
immortality'

